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Between the ARTS and Arts Education is a
conjunction of two senses: one of grammatical
propriety and another of space for expressive play.
The expressive human, in and through the Arts,
alludes not only to subsistence to existence but
also celebratory (dis)plays of the pinnacle of
human achievement in artistry.
Education in, about, through and by means
of the Arts encounters the prospects and
challenges posed to every child’s beginnings
in coming to terms with diversity amidst calls
for specialization.
When and how should these trajectories
and lives become clear(er)? What does
this mean for us as practitioners, educators,
administrators, policymakers and researchers?

Assoc Professor Eugene Dairianathan
Head,
Visual and Performing Arts
Academic Group
National Institute of Education

of experience in the Music and Visual Art
classroom. Should(n’t) this specialist experience
enable (re)creative processes in Education by
tapping onto the world as (re)source?
Tan Liang See, Myra Bacsal and Letchmi
Ponnusamy reflect on the place(ment) of the
Arts, in all expressive spaces such as the School
of the Arts (SOTA), where learners scaffold their
own pathways towards the Arts—as subsistence
and/or specialist endeavour. Live(d) pathways
are not just about (dis)plays of inherent qualities
of an individual but also the environment in
which this individual imports Arts as collateral
into a future.

I am delighted to be among these Unanswered
Questions (paraphrasing the composer Charles
Ives) in so far as the research projects in this
issue address (in)directly.

Lum Chee Hoo and his team of researchers do
not take for granted that an Art practitioner and
an Art educator resides effortlessly in one person.
They study the ways in which participation in
an arts-based classroom benefits the learner,
recalling Wenger’s “communities of practice” in
the supportive and sustainable sense.

Prudence Wales and Jane Gilmer share their
surprising discovery that Drama has been
applied widely within non-Drama contexts of
classroom practice, such as within the English
Language classroom. Shouldn’t this then make
a persuasive case for the place of Drama as a
teaching subject in the classroom?

Mingfong Jan and his team explore, through
e-communities of practice, the use of popular art
forms and genres like anime and manga since,
like popular music, such popular practices of
the visual arts in both visual and virtual senses
invite ubiquitous experiences of learners into a
classroom space.

Onishi Pamela Grace Costes pursues the
need for specialism in the Arts to enable depth

Here’s wishing you playful encounters in and
through the Arts.

Editorial Team
Lee Wing On
June Teng Poh Hoon
Nur Haryanti Sazali
Sahira Zulkifli
Jarrod Tam Chun Peng

ReEd (Research in Education) is a research bulletin aimed at
sharing our research contributions with the global community.
This is an initiative of the Office of Education Research at the
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Principal Investigator Prudence Wales, National Institute of Education, Singapore
Co-Principal Investigator Jane Gilmer, National Institute of Education, Singapore

A MAJORItY of primary school teachers use
drama as a teaching strategy. This was what Drs
Prudence Wales and Jane Gilmer found after they
surveyed more than 100 teachers in Singapore.
To them, the number is both surprisingly and
encouragingly high. They knew drama was
becoming a popular pedagogical tool. But other
than that, not much else was known.
Teaching with Drama For the duo, drama is
more than just a playful art form. When used as a
teaching strategy, it can have powerful and serious
learning benefits.
Teaching with drama places students at the centre
of the learning experience. This allows them to
feel empowered and be active participants as they
“act out” their learning.
“We kind of got the impression that a lot of
teachers are using drama to entertain rather than
as a way of learning,” says Prudence.
For Prudence and Jane, that’s not how drama
should be used in the classroom. Instead, to have
deeply embodied learning, you need to have a
sustained, dramatic, episodic class where the kids
are learning through drama.
Reflecting on Teaching They couldn’t have
chosen a better time for this research. While
drama was gaining popularity, many teachers
needed more training to use it for teaching.
Through their project, Prudence and Jane found
out what the teachers needed, and provided them
with the necessary training and mentorship.
“Our idea was to find out how drama is being
used in Singapore schools and what kinds of
support teachers need to teach drama effectively
in the classrooms,” says Prudence.

Most importantly, they wanted to imbue in
teachers an ability to handle the spontaneity of a
drama classroom.
“It’s that capacity to think on your feet, to be able to
reflect in action. That’s what we need to train the
teachers to be able to do,” notes Jane.
Tool for Change It is Prudence and Jane’s hope
that one day, all NIE student teachers who will
eventually teach in primary schools can get to
study at least one module on drama.
The teachers themselves want more access to
training and they want to understand how best to
use drama to teach other subjects.
Jane and Prudence recalled how during an
in-service course, they got teachers to draw a
picture of their existing classrooms and draw
another picture of what they imagine their drama
classrooms to be. The results were revealing.
“There was a sense of harmony and happiness
in the drama classrooms,” Jane recalled.
Teachers drew students with happy faces and in
collaborative clusters, with the teacher working
amongst them.
“It was very revealing that teachers want to change
their classrooms and they want to use drama as
that tool for change.”

PROJECT NUMBER OER 22/09 PEW
START DATE May 2010

PROJECT TEAM

Identifying and Building Drama Pedagogical
Practices in Singapore

Drama in the Classroom

PROJECT
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While there is a concern of losing control of the
drama classroom, properly used drama techniques
can actually help to manage the classroom in a
dynamic way.
Prudence and Jane are looking into how drama can be
used as a tool for change.
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PROJECT TEAM
Principal Investigator Onishi Pamela Grace Costes, National Institute of Education, Singapore
Co-Principal Investigators Lum Chee Hoo, Caleon Imelda Santos, Bee Lian Kehk,
National Institute of Education, Singapore

AS SInGAPORe shifts towards a holistic
education, more specialists are needed to
provide quality education in subjects such as
Art and Music.
Previously in primary schools, it was likely that
generalist teachers taught these subjects as well
as English, Math or Science, says NIE researcher
Dr Onishi Pamela Grace Costes.
To help teachers give our children that holistic
education, the Ministry of Education (MOE) and
NIE are collaborating to transform generalists into
Art and Music specialists. And Pamela and her
team are looking into how effective it has been.
Transforming into Specialists Pamela
explains that MOE is continuously promoting
quality education in the Arts. And to do that, the
teacher needs to become more knowledgeable.
In January 2011, NIE’s Visual and Performing
Arts Academic Group and MOE introduced an
in-service Advanced Diploma programme.
In-service teachers return to NIE for 4 months
to be trained as Art and Music specialists.
Her study looks at this transformation process and
how the added knowledge that teachers acquire
through the programme connects to practice.
Though it is hard to pinpoint what might be the
major influence on their way of teaching, Pamela
is confident that the programme is adding value.
“We can zero in on how this professional
development is really helping them, how they are
adjusting to this new role and what they need after
when they go back to the classroom.”

blend in the cultural background so students
can see where the Japanese sing, and what the
purpose of the music is.”
“There’s now more depth in Music classes,” she
says. And this is also happening for Art classes.
She believes that the key difference is confidence.
With the training, these teachers are equipped
with resources and knowledge that allow them to
develop into specialists of the Arts.
Continuous Development While the specialists
are grateful for the programme, Pamela says that
they have expressed interest in more training.
She finds it encouraging to see their hunger to
continually develop themselves.
She hopes to share her findings with NIE and
the Singapore Teachers’ Academy for the aRrts
(STAR), whose common focus is to raise the
quality of Arts education by developing Art and
Music specialists.
But it doesn’t have to stop at teachers.
Pamela emphasizes the importance of quality Arts
Education in society. “Schools that want to develop
21st century competencies in their pupils need
the Arts. It gives you a different way of looking at
things.”
Pamela believes that with Art and Music
specialists who are equipped and ready to make a
difference, they will make a lasting impact in their
classrooms.

Variety in Lessons Observing these new
specialists in their classes, Pamela finds that one
positive change the NIE programme has helped
with is to expose teachers to different types of
music in the world.
Besides using Chinese, Malay and Indian
music, teachers are using music from Japan,
the Philippines and South Africa.
“Not only do they introduce the music, you’ll see
that the whole aim of the lesson is to take the
pupils to Japan in their minds,” she says. “They

Pamela is interested in studying how much more we can
help develop our Art and Music teachers.

MUSIC IS InheRent in humans. The late P.
Ramlee also referred to music as makanan jiwa
or soul food, says Associate Professor Eugene
Dairianathan.
And that hasn’t changed for youths today who
mostly follow popular artists such as Coldplay,
Linkin Park and Keane, he says.
His team is studying the ways in which the use of
popular music invites motivation by teachers and
learners in the proliferation of popular music in their
live(d) experiences.
Encouraging the Creative Process Eugene is
trying to understand how students feel about music
and music-making, and how teachers are teaching
the subject.
As popular music appeals to the younger crowds,
he believes that it can be used as a pathway to
study the creative process involved in students’
learning of this genre.
“People jamming, riffing and ‘messing around’ with
instruments,” he says, “they are being creative
even when teachers or researchers reading such
behaviour suggest otherwise.”
This creative behaviour can also happen in the
classroom if teachers can encourage it. Teachers
are part and parcel of that creative process, says
Eugene.
“Sometimes, students don’t learn (music) because
teachers prevent them from learning,” Eugene
shares when he thinks of teachers merely
instructing lessons. “But other times, teachers
become the very catalysts when the students see
them making music.”
Learning and Appreciating Music In his
research, Eugene is looking into what makes
students want to learn and appreciate music better.
He also says that many people tend to see music
as the end product. However, he begs to differ.
“There has always been a tendency to look at
music as a product,” he explains. “Can I also say
that, besides the product, the process is also part
of the development?”

Eugene sees popular music as a way to get youths to
appreciate music and life better.

Quoting examples, Eugene says that the unusual
fashion and alternative body language youths
adopt can be so overwhelming that one tends to
focus only on the end result. They don’t see the
process involved and the reasons why people
dress or act in certain ways.
It is the same for popular music. It’s not a “lesser”
music than Euro-American art music, but an
accessible and relevant alternative that young
learners are more interested and engaged in.
Through his research, he hopes to focus people’s
attention to the creativity that happens in the
process of preparing a performance.
Music as Part of Life Humming the last four
bars of a 19th century music piece composed by
a Spanish composer, Francisco Tárrega, Eugene
finds it amusing that almost every one refers to that
tune as the Nokia ringtone.
“We call it the Nokia tune and not the Tárrega
tune,” he says. “But music always seems to find a
presence in everyday lives.”
To Eugene, music is subsistence to existence. He
refers to it as a staple food such as rice.
“Unfortunately, rice always stands in the
background to meat, vegetable and other foods
that excite the palate.”
But rice is the very thing that sustains us. And that
is what music is to Eugene—a fundamental part of
human existence.

PROJECT NUMBER OER 17/12 ED
START DATE Jul 2012

Principal Investigator Eugene Dairianathan, National Institute of Education, Singapore

Learning through Popular Music, Lessons for the
General Music Programme Syllabus in Singapore
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Principal Investigator Tan Liang See, National Institute of Education, Singapore
Co-Principal Investigators Myra Bacsal, Letchmi Devi Ponnusamy, Lum Chee Hoo
National Institute of Education, Singapore
Researcher Maria Eloisa Villannueva Ramos, National Institute of Education, Singapore
SInGAPORe IS more than just a society filled
with engineers, businessmen, doctors. We have
an interest in cultivating the Arts and Singapore
is working towards creating what the government
describes as a “Global Arts City”, a well-rounded
society.
One such effort is the education of our young in a
space that allows them to see how connected the
Arts is to other academic subjects and our daily
lives. This space is embodied in the School of the
Arts (SOTA).
A research team from NIE is studying how SOTA
students are expressing themselves in ways they
know how.
Connecting Learning Nested in the city
resides SOTA. A school that carries the heavy
responsibility to nurture future artists and
performers. However, it is doing more than that. It
is also helping students see things differently.
“It’s more about how the Arts can change their
outlook,” says Dr Myra Bacsal, a member of the
research team. “It’s more of a creative vision, a
different kind of aesthetics in terms of awareness
of their environment and how it can contribute to
their sense of well-being.”
Through SOTA’s “connected curriculum” approach,
students see “the richness of what the Arts and
the academics are offering them,” says Principal
Investigator Dr Tan Liang See.
Students are encouraged to see how various
art forms can help bring a different perspective
to another academic subject. For example,
how architectural model-making can help with
visualizing atoms, or how geometric math
equations can help inform sketching.
By taking this approach, students can start to see
the value of the Arts. “It’s the enjoyment of the
Arts that has kind of travelled into their academic
learning,” says Liang See.
“It’s not just rote learning for them,” adds Myra.
“They’re able to see the bigger picture, able to see
the implications of the things they learn and how

all of these things are interconnected—that level
of thinking and associations.”
Valued Students The team’s research
highlights a misconception. “There’s the
perception of an art student reduced to a person
who cannot do Math or Science,” says Dr Letchmi
Devi Ponnusamy.
Students admitted into SOTA come from very
diverse backgrounds. While there are those who
do very well for the IB examinations, there are
those who are admitted for their inclination to
excel in the Arts.
SOTA expects its students to also perform well
in other academic subjects, like Math, Physics,
Geography.
To encourage students to be the best they can
be, the school makes the learners feel valued.
Rather than looking at just the products of their
learning—test results or artworks—the school
also looks at the process of how the products
were created.
“The thought processes are very much valued
and documented,” says Liang See. “They show
your work in progress and that is very valuable.”
In fact, students are never told that they should
not be doing certain things and that helps
cultivate passionate learners. “Art is not just
what students do. It is part of who they are,”
says Myra.
A Passionate Community This passionate
culture spills into every facet of student life in
SOTA. Not only does it seep into all subjects, it
also helps motivate students to want to do better
just by being in a place with like-minded people.
“We found that the same passion for an art form
created a culture,” says Letchmi. One student they
interviewed said that she knew everybody in her
art form and they behaved like a tribe and were
helping each other.
What also helps is that the teachers are
themselves practising artists. They are more
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Liang See (left) and team are looking into how SOTA is nurturing its students to be who they want to be.

than just the instructor, they’re mentors and
friends, showing students how their passions can
flow into their work.
This community-level engagement, in turn, gives
students a sense of empowerment. “They’re
empowered and constantly exposed to problemsolving situations. To create art is really a
problem-solving process,” says Liang See.

environment which is so rich in terms of their
learning and experiences.”
A lesson to learn from SOTA is creating an
environment that values students, whether they be
in the Arts, Math, Science or any other subject.
“The teachers are realistic in the sense that they’re
not expecting to just churn out artists,” says Myra.

“The fact is that they’ve been able to absorb it as a
fundamental learning culture and that will actually
carry them through for the rest of their lives,”
adds Letchmi.

Students from SOTA can become lawyers
or doctors if they choose to be, but with Arts
Education backgrounds. And they will approach life
and work in a very different manner.

An Expressive Environment The team
observed that SOTA students cannot live without
their passion.

But no matter the education or the school they
come from, it is just as important to let our children
have the space they need to grow in, a space
that allows for free expression, and a space they
can feel comfortable in. This takes both effort and
passion.

“They live for the art, and that’s why they learn,
not the other way round!” says Liang See.
“What works in SOTA is they have built up an
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Images of Practice in Arts Education
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PROJECT
TITLE

Supporting Local Art Educators RRee
PROJECT TEAM
Principal Investigator Lum Chee Hoo, National Institute of Education, Singapore
Co-Principal Investigators Goh-Leung Lai Keun, Sirene Lim, Susie Lingham, Eric Peter Stead, Prudence
Wales, Onishi Pamela Grace Costes, Cecily Charlotte Cheo, National Institute of Education, Singapore

It IS SOMetIMeS easy for teachers to become so
involved in their work that they feel alone. An NIE
research team, however, is striving to reach out to
Art teachers and give them the support they need.
Through the website Images of Practice: Arts
Education in Singapore, the team has created
a local resource to connect Art educators and
researchers together, and hopes to build a
supportive community.
Accessible Examples What better way to teach
art than by performing it. And what better way to
learn art than by seeing it. But this project is not
about imitating what other teachers are doing. It is
about learning what you can from their examples.
Images of Practice looks at drama, music, dance
and visual art. It is presently a collection of 18
case studies of “outstanding” art educators, says
Dr Lum Chee Hoo who is the project’s Principal
Investigator.
The website showcases the stories of what it
means for each individual to teach their respective
art form to children in Singapore. It provides the
teachers’ personal thoughts on the Arts, preferred
teaching practices, motivation strategies and
students’ reactions.
“We wanted to show the complexities of teaching,”
he says. “We can literally show examples how
teaching works and have discussions about it.”
Artful Teaching And not only is the team hoping
that teachers can learn from each other, but also
what the team and other researchers can learn in
the process.
“It’s sort of a mirror, what we can learn from them
as well,” explains Chee Hoo. “It’s not just about us
going there to be their guru, and say this is what
you could or could not do.”
Chee Hoo is confident that each party, whether
it is a featured teacher, a teacher viewer or a
researcher would learn something from the
website.
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The team hopes that more teachers will be willing
to be featured so that a larger community can
come together.

Chee Hoo hopes to bring arts educators and researchers
together into dialogue through images of Practice.

A Supportive Community With this website,
the research team hopes that any Art educator
will participate in discussing how the Arts can
be taught. And that is just the start of building a
collaborative community.
“The teaching community has very little time and
support for learning from one another. So it will
be useful in more spaces,” says Chee Hoo.
In fact, some of the case studies are
collaborations with the National Arts Council,
the Singapore Teachers’ Academy for the
aRts (STAR) and the Arts Education Branch of
Singapore’s Ministry of Education.
“I’m even trying to do blogs, and exploring
different avenues in order to reach out to
teachers in order to get them to reach out to
their colleagues” he says.
Even teachers of other subjects can learn how
to educate students in different ways through
projects like these.
But whatever the method, it is important for any
teacher to know that they are in a community of
colleagues, peers and friends. They just have
to open their eyes and see how supportive their
community can be.
To view the Images of Practice website, visit
http://iop.rdc.nie.edu.sg

PROJECT TEAM
Principal Investigator Mingfong Jan, National Institute of Education, Singapore
Collaborators Seah Hock Soon, Margaret Tan, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore; Steven
Zuiker, Arizona State University, USA

With this goal in mind, the team wanted to reverse
engineer the mainstream learning process by
letting students enjoy doing and sharing art first.
Enjoying Art Students spend a majority of their
time grappling with the techniques and methods
on how to create artworks. Sophiscated design
software programs such as Adobe Photoshop and
InDesign are usually what lessons focused on.
The critical aspects of the Arts, such as using arts
as a self-expression tool or a way to socialize, are
often ignored when teaching the technical knowhow. Learning complex techniques may instead
overshadow the joy and love for the subject.
To rekindle the enjoyment’s light, the research
team developed an animation tool that is easy to
learn and use—VisuaSpace, which is integrated
with a gamified online community named
VisuaCommunity.
“We decided to bring VisuaSpace to schools
because Singapore students are very interested
in manga and other artistic activities,” explains
Mingfong.

“Technical understanding has to come with the
enjoyment of the work,” he says. “A major goal for
this research is to design a socio-technological
infrastructure for students to enjoy the Arts and
the technical aspect can come naturally and
accordingly.”

Unlike regular art classes where teachers lead
their students, this online community enables
teachers to be a facilitator and a moderator. This
gives students more room to explore and discover
new things in this alternative learning space.

Participatory Visual Cultures In and Out
of Singapore Schools

Fostering participation and enjoyment of the
Arts with web-based animation tools and online
participation was the goal of Research Scientist
Dr Mingfong Jan and collaborators from NTU and
Arizona State University.

Students can create art using VisuaSpace and
then share their artworks on VisuaCommunity.

“When teachers stepped away from being a
teacher in the online community, we saw a very
different social dynamics,” he says. “You can see
that students, being creative and curious, want to
explore what this space can provide them. It is a
new learning space worthy of further exploration.”

PROJECT
TITLE

In ARt CLASSeS, children are taught more on
the technicalities and history of arts. However,
creating art begins with the enjoyment of doing
and sharing, not the know-how.

PROJECT NUMBER OER 28/09 SZ
START DATE Aug 2010

Nurturing Passionate
Ed Artists Online

A Space for Sharing An example of the online
activity is the Exquisite Corpse drawing game.
In this collaborative game, students draw a
section of an imaginative creature’s body—the
head, torso and legs. Each student is given
a chance to draw one section before another
student has a turn to draw another section.
The completed drawing will have a new life
when it is shared with other students via the
VisuaCommunity.
“Students were very interested in the doing this
activity,” says Mingfong. “They participated and
talked to other students online eagerly.”

By intertwining the enjoyment of art and technology,
this online tool and community provide students a
new avenue to participate in artistic activities that
they find exciting and meaningful.
We are curious to see what new and exciting things
these passionate artists will create when such
applications become affordable and accessible to
most students.
Mingfong is looking to spark the enjoyment for the arts
to help learning.
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Dairianathan, E., & Lum, C.-H. (2010). Vedic metal: Issues of local practice,
popular music and education. In Tenth international conference on cultural
diversity in music education (pp. 32–38). Sydney, Australia: International
Federation of Arts Councils and Culture Agencies. Retrieved from http://
repository.nie.edu.sg/jspui/bitstream/10497/3697/1/CDIME10-VedicMetal.pdf
This paper looks at a group of music teachers who were introduced to the musical practice of
Rudra, an extreme metal group in Singapore. It reports on the dynamics of these discussions
as well as accounts by teachers and considers their responses and reflects on the practices of
Vedic metal, and the relationship(s) with local practices and popular music with the implications
for education. More importantly, it looks into how teachers are agents in and of curricular change.

Dairianathan, E., & Francis, L. H. (2012). Popular music and the classroom:
Student teacher reflections in Singapore. In Cultural diversity in music education
conference (pp. 91–100). Singapore: UNESCO-NIE Centre for Arts Research in
Education (CARE), NIE/NTU. Retrieved from http://repository.nie.edu.sg/jspui
/bitstream/10497/4633/1/CDIME11-91_a.pdf
In the General Music Programme Syllabus for primary and secondary schools in Singapore,
there is the potential and value of working with popular music. This paper discusses a pilot
project involving a group of undergraduate music student teachers who opted for popular
music ensembles as one of their options while in the Music Education programme. This paper
examines their reflections of first-hand engagement with musical and extra musical resources
with implications for the place of popular music in education policy.

Sinclair, C., Jeanneret, N., & O’Toole, J. (Eds.). (2009). Education in the arts:
Teaching and learning in the contemporary curriculum. Melbourne: Oxford
University Press.
Education in the Arts is a detailed and comprehensive handbook for teachers wanting to teach
and work with the Arts in early childhood and primary school education. Its strength is the focus
on creative and integrative learning as well as the authors’ intersection of theory and practice
which is presented in a highly accessible way. The authors examine notions of creativity and
motivation in and through the Arts and discuss the types of learning that the Arts foster, which is
all grounded by current research. The book provides a range of case studies and examples of
work that teachers can draw on in their own classroom situations.

Wiggins, R. A., & Wiggins, J. (2008). Primary music education in the absence of
specialists. International Journal of Education & the Arts, 9(12), 1–26. Retrieved
from http://www.ijea.org/v9n12/v9n12.pdf
This article problematizes the lack of studies examining how generalist teachers at the primary
level prepare for their tasks and what they actually do in the classroom, considering the fact
that many schools worldwide rely on them exclusively for music instruction. The article points
to the gap in literature, which is focused on boosting teacher’s confidence to teach music in
the areas of musical knowledge base and teaching competence. It examines a national school
system using mixed methods of research and describes the nature and quality of music teaching
highlighting the issues that arose from these teachers.

Winner, E., Goldstein, T. R. & Vincent-Lancrin, S. (2013). Art for art’s sake? The
Impact of arts education. Paris, France: OECD Publishing. Retrieved from
http://www.keepeek.com/Digital-Asset-Management/oecd/education/art-for-art-s
-sake_9789264180789-en#page3
This book looks into the impact of the Arts and of Arts Education by reviewing existing research.
Its main focus is questioning if Arts Education is indeed a means of developing critical and
creative thinking. It looks at many areas of Arts Education such as dance, music, visual arts and
theatre. It also looks into the motivational, social skills and brain outcomes of Arts Education,
before making a case for Arts Education in the 21st century.
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New Publication
In
the News Practices in Arts Education:
Contextualized
An
International tO
Dialogue
on Singapore
COnGRAtULAtIOnS
our NIE colleagues
whose research projects
wereedited
approved
in the
9th Hoo
Request
for Proposals
by the
This
bookfor
byfunding
NIE’s Lum
Chee
not only
makes a muchneeded
to research in Arts Education but also provides a
Office ofcontribution
Education Research.
strong grounding of evidential support for Singapore Arts Education, in
contrast to the current state of affairs of Arts Education in many parts
of the world where severe cuts in funding, lackluster support for the
Arts and imperialist agendas are pervasive. Through rich descriptions
of the dedicated, contextualized practices of Art educators, artists and
researchers, this edited book offers readers many valuable lessons
and reflections on the continued survival and advancement of Arts
Education in the case of and for Singapore.
This is the fourth volume of the Springer Education Innovation Series.
The series is edited by Series Editors Professor Lee Wing On,
Professor David Hung and Dr Teh Laik Woon, and administered by
Executive Editor Dr Teng Siao See.
More information about the series is available at: http://www.springer.com/series/10092

Distinguished Visitors
CJ Koh Professorship 2014
NIE is honoured to host another eminent scholar
Prof Dennis Shirley as the ninth CJ Koh Professor
from 2 to 9 March 2014. Professor Shirley is
Professor of Education at the Lynch School of
Education, Boston College. His work in education
spans from assisting beginning teachers to
designing and guiding large-scale research and
intervention projects for school districts, states and
provinces, and nations.
He has worked closely with teachers, school
leaders and researchers to enhance their reflective
judgment on the meaning and potential of everyday
classroom interactions, collegial relationships,
school and community partnerships, and school
improvement initiatives in the US, Canada,
Germany, Norway, and Australia.
Shirley has received numerous scholarly awards, including fellowships from the
Alexander von Humboldt Foundation in Bad Godesberg, Germany, and the Rockefeller
Foundation in Bellagio Center, Italy. He is also Chair of the Special Interest Group (SIG)
on Educational Change of the American Educational Research Association. In August
2013, he began serving as Editor-in-Chief of The Journal of Educational Change.
As CJ Koh Professor, Professor Shirley will be conducting an NIE Seminar on 5 March
2014 at NIE as well as a Public Lecture on 6 March 2014 at the Civil Service College.
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